Major reconstruction N200

Between Amsterdam and Halfweg
The roadworks on the N200 are scheduled from October 2018
to the spring of 2020. During this period, fewer lanes will be
in use and roads will be closed at various times and points.
These may affect your travel route.

Be sure to plan ahead!

How will this affect me?
Congestion on the roads
From the beginning of the roadworks, starting in October 2018, only one lane in each
direction along the N200 will be in use.
Additionally, there will be several closures that may affect your usual travel route.
For example, regular closures will be required along important access roads into
Amsterdam Nieuw-West and at the entry and exit ramps for the A10. The closures can
last a few days and, sometimes, a couple of weeks. However, there will never be more
than one closure at any given time.
Road closures will cause delay. By working and planning efficiently, everything will
remain accessible for road users. During the roadworks, it is especially important to
remain alert and stay informed of progress. So, plan your route before you leave and be
sure to keep an eye on traffic information updates.

Extra travel time and
congestion
■■

Plan an average of 15 minutes extra travel
time added to your normal travel time.

■■

It is likely that while road users adjust to the
new situation, October 2018 will have a higher
level of congestion.

■■

Traffic will be heavier, especially during
rush hour.

■■

The roadworks will not only affect the N200,
but the surrounding roads in Amsterdam
Nieuw-West, Westpoort and Halfweg, for
example, will be busier.

Avoid rush hour!
When possible, switch to public transport or
bike. If you have to travel by car, try to leave before
or after rush hour.
Follow live traffic conditions online from
the start of the scheduled roadworks on
www.denieuwen200.nl. N200

N200

Take another route
For driving longer distances, such as
between Haarlem and Amsterdam,
you can travel via the:
A9 - A4 - A10 or A9 - A5.
In case of closures in Amsterdam or
Halfweg, follow local detours which
are indicated by yellow signs at the
side of the road.

Live traffic information
Go to www.denieuwen200.nl to
see actual traffic conditions.
Live traffic cameras will show the
current congestion. An overview of
the road closures is also available
on this website.

Travelling by bike?
Cyclists can take advantage of our
cycling incentive programme and
the Go Velo app. Register via
www.denieuwen200.nl/fiets.

The bike paths along the N200 and
over the Boezem Bridge in Halfweg
will be closed for an extended
period of time during the roadworks.
Follow the yellow signs for cyclists
for the nearby detour route.

Use your navigation!
During the roadworks, we advise you
to make use of navigation apps.
Google Maps and Waze are up to date
with the road closures along the N200.
Be sure to check the actual traffic
congestion before you leave or to use
your navigation while driving.

Travelling by public
transport?
Station Sloterdijk will remain
accessible for passengers travelling
by bus, tram and train. Bus line 80
will also continue to operate. To
avoid traffic along the motorway
between Halfweg and Amsterdam,
the bus will use the emergency lane.

Why - roadworks?
The N200 between Amsterdam and Halfweg will receive a major upgrade.
The road and the Boezem Bridges around Halfweg show signs of
deterioration and the dike has subsided. Further, the drinking water pipes
are 150 years old and need replacement. Rigorous maintenance is therefore
being carried out and new drinking water pipes will be installed. During
the roadworks, we will also build an eco-passage and, from the Seineweg,
build a green, urban access route into Amsterdam. By doing all this at the
same time, the planning is more efficient, the costs will be lower and traffic
congestion will be reduced.
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THE NEW N200 IS A JOINT INITIATIVE:

For more information, please visit
the website: www.denieuwen200.nl

is een gezamenlijk initiatief van:
You can also ask questions and
follow us via social media:

@

Facebook.com/denieuwen200
Twitter: @DeNieuweN200
info@denieuwen200.nl

Maintenance and construction are being
carried out by éénN200: a consortium consisting
of Royal VolkerWessels companies (KWS)
and Van Hattum & Blankenvoort.

www.denieuwen200.nl

